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The international best-seller that makes mathematics a thrilling exploration.In twelve dreams,

Robert, a boy who hates math, meets a Number Devil, who leads him to discover the amazing world

of numbers: infinite numbers, prime numbers, Fibonacci numbers, numbers that magically appear in

triangles, and numbers that expand without. As we dream with him, we are taken further and further

into mathematical theory, where ideas eventually take flight, until everyone - from those who fumble

over fractions to those who solve complex equations in their heads - winds up marveling at what

numbers can do.Hans Magnus Enzensberger is a true polymath, the kind of superb intellectual who

loves thinking and marshals all of his charm and wit to share his passions with the world. In The

Number Devil, he brings together the surreal logic of Alice in Wonderland and the existential

geometry of Flatland with the kind of math everyone would love, if only they had a number devil to

teach it to them.
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Crossing the story Alice in Wonderland with a small, red, fiery-tempered devil with a passion for

numbers gives you The Number Devil, a perfect tale with funny and curious characters.Robert hates

math, and he gets irritated because his math teacher doesn't allow calculators in class. In addition

to that, he has peculiar dreams all the time. Then, one night, completely out of the blue, he dreams



about a Number Devil, who takes him away to a fantastic world of numbers. Robert learns all about

different mathematical ideas and concepts in a fun way. Over the course of 12 different nights,

Robert learns about simple math ideas like factorials, fractions, the importance of zero, and the idea

of infinity. But Robert's adventures don't stop there; Robert also learns about more complex things

like triangle numbers, Fibonacci numbers, imaginary numbers, and irrational numbers. The Number

Devil makes up funny terms in order to explain these to Robert. Square roots are called "rutabagas,"

prime numbers are "prima donnas," squaring becomes "number hopping," the Fibonacci sequence

is called "the Bonacci numbers, " and factorials are named "vrooms."Did you know that you can take

any even number larger than two and find two prime numbers that add up to it? The Number Devil

presents different mathematical ideas to Robert, using funny things like furry calculators and

coconuts. Even Robert uses what he learns in his dreams in class. For example, the Number Devil

uses coconuts to show Robert what triangular numbers are. He uses the coconuts to make triangles

on the ground, and he comes up with the first ten triangular numbers: 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, 36, 45,

and 55. Next, he comes up with a little rule for triangular numbers: Any number greater than 1 can

be the sum of two or three triangle numbers.
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